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Chapter 561 

Qin Zichen was stunned, and then he immediately drove to chase Maggie. 

"The man wanted to take Kiki away by force in the morning, but I showed up in time." Xia Yunqiao told 

Qin Zichen about the situation in the morning. 

Qin Zichen didn't make a sound, just followed the taxi. As a result, because of a red light, Qin Zichen did 

not keep up. Xia Yunqiao took a look and then said, "brother Zichen, you put me out of the car in front 

of you." 

"Sit down!" Qin Zichen's voice was raised several degrees. "Now that you are in this situation, do you 

think I will put you down?" 

The first time to see Qin Zichen angry, Xia Yunqiao did not continue to speak, she lowered her head. I 

really made a bad decision. 

Qin Zichen called Huo yunxun and asked him to check the whereabouts of the taxi. Huo yunxun 

immediately agreed, Qin Zichen a little relieved, "I'll send you back first!" 

"Oh Xia Yunqiao did not dare to talk much now and sat quietly. 

Qin Zichen sent Xia Yunqiao back to Jiangwan villa, and then dropped the car to pick up Maggie. Xia 

Yunqiao grabs Qin Zichen's arm, "we must bring Qiqi back." 

"Well, you go first." 

Seeing Qin Zichen driving away, Xia Yunqiao went in. As soon as he sat down, Xia Yunqiao received a 

strange text message. It says that you want to see Maggie here, and then attach a location. 

Xia Yunqiao looks at the location of the mobile phone, thinking about who this person is in the end? Is 

Maggie really in TA's hands? Or is this person trying to lead himself to this place? 

Xia Yunqiao sees a lot of these things, so she sends a short message to Huo Dongyang. Huo Dongyang 

after reading, let the item Qing to check. "Call Zichen and your uncle and see what's going on there." 

Or did not wait for Xia Yunqiao to reply, that mobile phone number directly called. 

Xia Yunqiao calmly opened the hands-free mobile phone, she looked at Huo Dongyang, saw Huo 

Dongyang nodded to himself, Xia Yunqiao made a voice. "Hello 

"Miss Xia, you are really smart!" 

"Who are you?" 

"We met in the morning. My name is Zhang Yaohua. I'm Ziqi's brother. " 

When Xia Yunqiao heard Zhang Yaohua's words, he also had his own ideas. "So?" 

"I want to meet Ziqi. I want to ask you a favor. " 
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"Why should I help you?" Xia Yunqiao knows that his intuition can't be wrong. Zhang Yaohua must have 

hurt Maggie in the past. Otherwise, as far as Kiki she knew, she was not so cold. 

"Miss Xia, don't you want her to go home?" 

"It's Qiqi's choice. As a friend, she will support her!" Xia Yunqiao replied. 

Hearing Xia Yunqiao's words, Zhang Yaohua's tone was a lot stiff. "Well, I see." 

In less than a second, the call was interrupted, Xia Yunqiao looked at Huo Dongyang. "Uncle, is that ok?" 

"I don't know yet." Huo Dongyang replied. 

Xia Yunqiao always felt that there was something wrong with Zhang Yaohua, and he was more 

defensive. Although this is Maggie's private affair, Xia Yunqiao thinks that she still needs to ask her, 

otherwise he really doesn't know how to help her. 

Soon, Huo yunxun came back with Qin Zichen and maiziqi. Seeing maiziqi coming back, Xia Yunqiao 

immediately asked, "Qiqi, are you ok?" 

"I'm fine." Maggie's face with some embarrassment, but in order to let her step down, Maggie made an 

excuse. "My friend didn't come because he said he had something to do. Then I saw brother Zichen and 

they came. " 

Xia Yunqiao reached out and tried to sit down with Maggie. "It's OK. A man who claimed to be your 

brother called me just now." 

"What!" Maggie's face changed. "What did he say?" 

"Nothing." Xia Yunqiao replied. "I want to see you and hope I can help him." 

Maiziqi nervously turns to grasp Xia Yunqiao's hand. "Little Joe, you didn't promise him, did you?" 

"Of course not." Xia Yunqiao shakes his head. See Maggie's face is not good, Xia Yunqiao did not say 

anything, just let her go to rest. 

In the evening, Maggie came to find Xia Yunqiao. 

Xia Yunqiao saw Maggie coming over and said with a smile, "I'm waiting for you." 

"Every time." Maggie went to Xia Yunqiao and sat down. 

"We are friends, and of course I know you." Xia Yunqiao is confident about this. 

Maiziqi felt depressed, so she wanted to talk to Xia Yunqiao. In recent years, she is used to looking for 

Xia Yunqiao. 

"Talk about it!" 

"The story is simple and bloody." Maggie replied. "That man is only my brother in name. When I was 

very young, my mother reorganized the family. Zhang Yaohua is the other party's son. But he was very 

bad to me when I was young, so when I went to university, my mother couldn't bear to take me away 



It's very simple, but there must be a lot of heartache in it, otherwise Maggie and her mother won't stand 

it. She did not elaborate that Xia Yunqiao would not gossip. She holds Maggie's hand. "Don't worry! 

Everything will be fine! ""Little Joe, I want to ask you something. If I have anything to do in the future, 

you can go and see my mother when you are free! " 

"Say something stupid." Xia Yunqiao felt sad when he heard these words. 

Maggie gave a silly smile. "I also said if. If you marry Tang Yixuan, you will not stay in a city in the future. 

" 

"It's simple! You can marry with me. " Xia Yunqiao said with a smile. "It wasn't always popular in ancient 

times." 

"I'm not going to be a light bulb." Maggie had a plan in mind. If Xia Yunqiao really leaves a city, she will 

go too. She doesn't want to stay here, and this place is not a safe place. 

Maiziqi went back to Qin Zichen, ready to go to bed, but saw Qin Zichen come over with a glass of milk. 

"Good night, brother Zichen!" 

Qin Zichen directly handed the milk to maiziqi, "drink this, help sleep." 

Maggie's eyes were round and flattered. "This Is this for me? " 

"Well!" Qin Zichen nodded, "a glass of milk before bed is good for you." 

Thank you Maggie reached for it. 

"You're welcome. Go to bed early." Qin Zichen said with a smile. 

"OK." 

Watching Qin Zichen go back to his room, Maggie's heart beat is a high frequency of jumping. Just now 

Qin Zichen was really gentle. Maiziqi reached out and pressed her heart, "don't jump any more!" 

But Maggie couldn't control her heart rate. She looked down at the pure white milk in her hand. But his 

gentleness doesn't belong to him after all, said Maggie to herself. 

Chapter 562 

Over the next few days, everything returned to calm. 

Zhang Yaohua didn't appear again. This feeling made maiziqi feel that she just had a dream. In his daze, 

Xia Yunqiao reached out and knocked on Maggie's table. "Is it over?" 𝒏𝑶𝒱𝓮𝑙𝑈𝒮𝑏.𝐂𝗈𝓂 

Maggie immediately took her God back. "Yes 

"These files are to be processed in the next few days, and you look at the time to complete them." Xia 

Yunqiao explained. 

Maggie nodded. "Good!" 

"The next few days will be hard on you." Xia Yunqiao continued. 
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"Going to the hospital again?" Hearing Xia Yunqiao's words, it is not difficult to imagine that Xia Yunqiao 

will report to the hospital. It is said that Betsy's condition has improved in the past two days. It seems to 

be a step closer to hand surgery. 

Xia Yunqiao laughed, "Well! I want to go and have a look. " 

"It's a real 24 filial daughter-in-law." Maggie said with emotion. "It's time to be satisfied with a daughter-

in-law like you. I really don't know what Mr. Tang's mother thinks!" 

Xia Yunqiao didn't answer Maggie and turned around to pack up his things. Before leaving, Xia Yunqiao 

also specially cares about maiziqi. "Go back early when you're free after work, you know? You can also 

ask Qin Zichen to pick you up. " 

"I will go back myself." Maggie replied. "Don't worry about me. Go to your hospital! In case Mr. Tang is 

worried about it again. " 

Xia Yunqiao drove to the hospital by herself. When she got to the hospital, she wanted to see her father 

first. It turns out that he is not in the office. It seems that he has something to do. Xia Yunqiao went to 

see Bai Qian alone, but even Tang Sinian and Tang Yixuan were not there. Did you go out together? 

Xia Yunqiao opened the door of the ward and saw that Bai Xi was not awake. She put down her bag and 

went to fetch Bessie a pot of hot water for her to drink when she woke up. Xia Yunqiao then put a few 

cups on the table to clean. 

Hearing Xia Yunqiao's footsteps, Bai Xi slowly opened her eyes. Xia Yunqiao came in, she was actually 

awake, just don't want to face her face to face will pretend to sleep. 

She knows all the things Xia Yunqiao did in the ward just now. Think of her before that, she still come 

again, or really let people admire. 

The footstep sound rings again, Bai Xi thinks it is Xia Yunqiao back, but she sees unexpected people 

before her eyes are closed. Bai Qian saw holding a bunch of lilies into the Yu Zhiqing. 

Yu Zhiqing first looked at the room, and finally looked at Bai Qian. "How are you, Mrs. Tang?" 

Bessie struggled to sit up, her eyes cold. "Why did you come?" 

"I heard you were in hospital, so I came to see you from city C. You used to be my mother-in-law. It's 

right to see you. " Yu Zhiqing said with a smile. 

Bai Qian knows that Yu Zhiqing is not the kind of person who has nothing to do when she is full. If she 

had not seen that she liked her son and even was willing to marry to the Tang family with that project, 

she would not have nodded that head. For Yu Zhiqing before those rumors, she is aware of. I think there 

must be other things that she came here today. She would never come to visit her simply. 

Bessie nodded. "Yes." 

at Zhi Qing put down the perfume lily in his hand, "are you alone?" 

perfume lily is very strong, Bai Xi's eyebrows wrinkle instantly, and even some cough. She looked at the 

bouquet of lilies, and she put her hand over her nose, thinking that Zhi Qing definitely meant it. 



"Mrs. Tang, are you all right?" Yu Zhiqing wants to reach out to help Bai Xi, Bai Xi pushes her away with 

her hand. 

In Zhi Qing's face suddenly changed. "Hum! Sure enough, his temper is still so hard. Bessie, I don't think 

you'll be able to drag it for a long time 

Bai Qian stares at Yu Zhiqing, "what meaning?" 

"I think you are really sick. Otherwise, Tang Si Nian and Tang Yixuan will not sell most of Tang's shares. " 

Yu Zhiqing is to stimulate Bai Qian, her health is not good, plus to a city directly hospitalized. A 

discerning eye can see that she has a big problem. 

This really excited Bessie, "what do you say?" 

"I said that Tang Si Nian and Tang Yixuan have already started to sell property in order to save you." Yu 

Zhiqing said with a smile. "If Tang Yixuan had married me, nothing would have happened now. I don't 

think the Tang family will change their owners in a few days! I heard that a mysterious buyer paid a high 

price for Tang's shares! " 

"It's impossible! Down has worked with HD. It will never happen. " 

"I think before we cooperated with HD, down played with eggs completely!" 

"You're talking nonsense!" 

Yu Zhiqing looks at the pale white Qian from a commanding position. "Bessie, I think your good days are 

over because Xia Yunqiao is such a bitch." 

"And I heard the news that you seem to have some strange disease, and the rest of your life is not long." 

"Yu Zhiqing laughs out," these are your Tang family to commit crimes! " 

"Shut up!" Xia Yunqiao went to the door of the ward and heard the dialogue between Yu Zhiqing and Bai 

Qian. She immediately walked in.Seeing Bai Xi who was coughing constantly, Xia Yunqiao immediately 

helped her to be in a good mood, "Auntie, how do you feel?" 

Bai Qian stretched out his hand and pointed to the bouquet of lilies on the table. Xia Yunqiao threw 

away the bouquet immediately. Then she poured a glass of water for Bessie. 

Yu Zhiqing looks at everything in front of her eyes coldly. "Xia Yunqiao, good job. Know how to serve 

your family! But this old woman will never accept you! Save it 

"It's my business, too. What are you doing here? " 

"Of course I come to see the patient." Yu Zhiqing said with a smile. "This is a dying man, so you don't 

have to serve so well." 

"What nonsense are you talking about?" 

Yu Zhiqing snorted coldly, "how did I say wrong? Still say you are still hiding, not cancer! It's normal in 

this era! " 

Bai Qian hears Yu Zhiqing's words, one face is unbelievable. "What did you say? Cancer? " 



The smile on Yu Zhiqing's face became deeper, "you don't know? Tut Tut, what to do? I said it carelessly 

"Yu Zhiqing, you are enough!" Xia Yunqiao yelled. 

In Zhi Qing on a pair of falling into the well stone appearance, "I didn't say wrong again!" 

"Go out, please!" Xia Yunqiao said coldly. 

Yu Zhiqing ignores Xia Yunqiao's words, she looks at Bai Qian. "Bessie, enjoy the rest of your life! Really 

don't leave any regrets, or you will die in your eyes! " 

Xia Yunqiao got angry and pulled Yu Zhiqing out. "Go away!" 

"Xia Yunqiao, you won't be long." Yu Zhiqing said so meaningful. "Remember to cherish it!" 

Finish saying, Yu Zhiqing turns to walk. 

Chapter 563 

Hearing Bai Xi's cough, Xia Yunqiao quickly returned to Bai Xi's side. 

"What do you think, Auntie?" 

Bai Xi pushed away Xia Yunqiao, with resentment in her eyes. "Is what Yu Zhiqing just said true?" 

Xia Yunqiao is silent, this matter she thinks should not say by oneself. Originally they thought of a few 

days and Bai Xi said, the result is not in Zhi Qing unexpectedly to destroy! Now she really doesn't know 

what to say. 

See Xia Yunqiao's expression, Bai Qian's heart knows. "It's true." 

"Auntie, it's not that bad. My dad's already trying to figure it out. You're going to be OK 

"Xia Yunqiao, are you happy? Because I'm not here, no one will stop you from being with Yixuan. " 

Xia Yunqiao shakes his head. "Auntie, I've never had that idea." 

"Where are Si Nian and Yi Xuan?" Bessie wants to listen to them. Now she won't believe anyone. 

"They are not here." 

Bessie bowed her head, and the whole body felt sick. "You go out." 

Xia Yunqiao originally wanted to talk to Bai Xi, but seeing her at the moment, or she needs to be alone. 

Xia Yunqiao went out in silence. She did not dare to go far and stood at the door. 

Xia Yunqiao looks back at Bai Qian in the ward from time to time. She takes out her mobile phone and 

sends a message to Tang Yixuan and tells him about the release. Tang Yixuan quickly replied that they 

would be back soon. 

Half an hour later. 

Tang Si Nian and Tang Yixuan came back, both with anxiety on their faces. "How's it going?" 
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Xia Yunqiao pointed to the ward, "Auntie has been holding this position for a long time. Uncle Tang, go 

in and have a look. " 

"Well, I'll go in and have a look." Tang Sinian walked into the ward. 

Bessie raised her head slowly when she heard the familiar footsteps. "Si Nian..." Tears flow out in an 

instant with this call. 

Tang Si Nian saw such a fragile Bai Xi, he went to Bai Xi's side and sat down and held her. The tone is 

softer than before. "What's the matter?" 

Bessie leaned on donsnian's shoulder. "Am I going to die?" 

"No, don't think about it." 

Bessie put out her hand to hold Tang Sinian and cried, "I already know. Don't lie to me." 

"I didn't lie to you. You'll be all right. " Tang Si Nian replied. 

Bai Xi raised her head and looked at Tang Si Nian. She stretched out her hand and touched Tang Si Nian's 

face. "Si Nian, if my life is not long, don't compensate the Tang family for me. Because it's really not 

worth it. " 

Tang Sinian hugged Bai Xi. "What nonsense! Nothing is more important than a life. " 

"Si Nian..." Bai Xi felt warm when she heard these words. "If only we had been like this all the time!" 

"We'll all be fine. Xia yueqian is already preparing for the operation. So you don't have to worry about 

anything. " Tang Sinian comforts Bai Xi. 

When Bai Xi heard Xia yueqian's name, she immediately shook her head. "I don't need him to operate 

on me. Let's go back to city C. even if we're going to die, I'll die in city C. I don't want to have anything to 

do with them in the summer. We'll pack up our things and go back to C City 

Tang Si Nian frowned. "Bessie, this is the best chance. Xia yueqian is an expert in this field. As long as 

you cooperate well, you will be fine! " 

Bessie shook her head hard. "I don't want it! I don't want an operation! " 

"Don't you want to spend more time with me, Bessie?" Tang Sinian looked at Bai Xi seriously. 

After waiting for so many years, Bessie finally got such a sentence, which made her feel more and more 

happy. But God is cruel, this time let himself to die on the eve of hearing such words. She wants to live 

now, because she really wants to spend more years with Tang Si. 

Tang Si Nian softened her attitude when she saw Bai Xi. "Bessie, let's have the operation! Then you will 

be better! " 

"Si Nian, I don't want to." 

"Why?" 

"Did Xia yueqian use this operation to exchange with you. They're not going to save me so well! " 



Tang Si Nian sighs that Bai Xi's heart knot is really too difficult to solve. What can he do to convince her! 

This is a big headache. 𝗇𝑜𝓥𝚎𝓵𝐮𝐒𝔟.𝒞𝑜𝐦 

After a long talk, Bessie still didn't want to have the operation. She always thought of one thing in her 

heart. Xia yueqian and they would not be so kind to save themselves. There must be a plot! 

This matter soon spread to Xia yueqian. Hearing these words, Xia yueqian gave a helpless smile. 

"Brother in law, I think this Bessie is delusional. Always thinking we're going to kill her. But it's good. If 

she doesn't have an operation, we'll save time and effort. In order not to be too thankless 

Xia yueqian did not speak, but looked at the current drug test report. The expression is serious, it seems 

that his guess is right! There's something wrong with all these drugs. These are chronic poisons. Taking it 

all the year round will only make the body worse and worse, and even lead to death.If bethy doesn't go 

to city a, she's not expected to live long. Gastric cancer is either formed because of the drug 

relationship. 

"Brother in law, why don't you make a noise?" 

"Nothing, just thought bethy was really pitiful." Xia yueqian sums up such a sentence. 

"What a pity she has, she will actually make it herself. No one else can complain! All day long doubt this 

one, the suspicious! If you don't have a disease, you will be sick. " 

Xia yueqian heard this and nodded slightly. It was not wrong to say that. Some people have been sick for 

themselves. 

At this time, the knock on the door rang. 

Xia yueqian saw cloud muring coming, and he was very spiritual in a moment. "How are you coming, 

wife?" 

Huo Yun warm can not help shaking his head, and is a model of a beloved wife. She disappeared 

automatically, lest they would force her dog food here. 

Yunmurin put the lunch box on the table. "I've sent you the meal." 

"You're hard." Xia yueqian held yunmurin's hand in front of him, and then she sat down. 

Just now, yunmurin wants to hear the conversation between Xia yueqian and huoyun warm, "were you 

talking about Beth?" 

"Well!" Xia yueqian nodded. "She refuses to operate now!" 

Yunmuring was surprised, "why?" 

"I'm afraid I'll kill her. Now I'm thinking about going back to city C. " Xia yueqian's tone also has 

helplessness. "But, since she insists, of course I will not force her. This one lives and dies. " 

Yunmurxin knows that Xia yueqian has made a lot of preparations for the operation. Tang Si year is also 

very nervous. Now, because of a sentence of bethy put it on hold? I don't have to say that! 



"The more modest, I'll talk to her! Anyway, we can't do without face-to-face. " Yunmuring felt that she 

really wanted to talk to Bai Xi. She didn't want to leave any regrets. Some of her heart ties really needed 

to be solved! 

Chapter 564 

Yun Muxin came to the ward, just to see the Tang Si Nian just back. 

Tang Si Nian looks at Yun Mu Xin, and his heart is full of thoughts. There are too many words to say, but 

at this time all of them are stuck in their own throat, nothing can be said. 

Yun Muxin takes the initiative to speak. "I came to see Mrs. Tang." 

"She's in there." Tang Si Nian replied. 

"Is it convenient?" Cloud Mu Xin asked with a smile. 

Tang Si Nian nodded. "It's just It may make you feel a little aggrieved. " After all, what Bai Xi did to Xia 

Yunqiao before, Tang Sinian's heart was not good either. This time it's Yun Muxin. If something happens 

again, he'll really be hard to explain. 

Cloud Mu Xin understands Tang Si Nian's worries, but today she is ready to come. Generally speaking, 

there is a bottom in my heart! 

Hearing the sound of opening the door, Bessie thought it was Tang Si Nian's return. "Si Nian, when shall 

we go back to City C?" 

"Madame Tang..." 

Hearing this, Bessie immediately sat up. Seeing Yun Muxin in the ward, Bessie's eyes widened and even 

surprised. "You..." 

"I'll see you." Cloud Mu Xin answers. 

Seeing Yun Mu Xin, the knot in Bai Xi's heart, which has been around for many years, comes out again. 

"I'm not dead yet. You seem to have come a little early." 

Yun Muxin smiles. Bai Qian's cruel words have been learned from her meal before. So she said, "yes. It's 

really early. In this way, we can make a comparison in the future 

"You Bai Xi suddenly felt that her heart was blocked. She didn't expect that Yun Mu Xin was such a 

person. "Really vicious." 

"Mrs. Tang, I'm just following your words. How can I be vicious? If you really want to say evil, you are 

cursing yourself 

"Yun Mu Xin, what do you mean?" Bessie's anger flared up. This cloud Mu Xin's mouth is so cruel. It 

seems that Xia Yunqiao inherited her. As expected, all the family members are good at verbal skills. 

Yun Muxin found a seat and sat down, "I don't mean anything. Of course you should misinterpret what I 

mean 

"What are you doing here! You should know I don't like you! " 
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"I know, of course, that I'm not a person who's going to be a pain in the neck. I want to say two things in 

this visit. I'll leave after that. I won't delay you a lot. " Yun Muxin said his intention directly. 

Bai Xi sipped her mouth, and since Yun Mu Xin waited for this time to appear, she was certainly not 

talking nonsense. She's not the kind of person who is particularly idle. 

Seeing that Bai Xi did not speak, Yun Mu Xin began to speak. "I heard you refused to have the 

operation?" 

"Yes 

"Why." 

"Even if I die, I don't want to have anything to do with your Xia family." Bai Xi deliberately bit the word 

Xia Jia very heavily. 

Yun Mu Xin feels funny when listening to him. He is really like a willful child. "Mrs. Tang, in fact, I think 

you are very naive. These words are not spoken by primary school students now. " 

Bessie clenched her hand. She glared at Yun Mu Xin. "Yun Mu Xin, what are you proud of?" 

"Bessie, have an operation! For this operation, my husband has not been home for a week, and Tang 

Sinian and Tang Yixuan run for you every day. Did you see all this? In order to give you the best 

treatment, Tang Si Nian will sell the shares of the company, because he wants to save you! " 

Bessie's face was full of shock. "What did you say?" 

"Because you're his wife, he won't let go." Yun Muxin continued. "You certainly don't know that Tang Si 

Nian asked Xia yueqian to save you for the first time for this operation. I think you should know this! In 

fact, in Tang Si Nian's heart, you are more important than anything! " 

"This..." Bessie never dared to think about it. She always felt that Tang Sinian didn't love herself. 

Cloud Mu Xin sighs. "I know you have a knot in your heart. That is, you have always suspected my 

relationship with Tang Sinian. In fact, you have wronged him for so many years. " 

Bessie was stunned. The answer was really beyond her imagination. "Wronged But he kept your picture 

all the time, and even called your name in his dream 

"The person I used to fall in love with was Tang Yuze, not Tang Sinian. And Tang Yuze left me because of 

a fire accident. " 

"What do you say?" 

"Tang Si Nian is not Tang Yuze." Yun Mu Xin said definitely. "If he is, then he will come to me all these 

years! Bessie, although they have the same face, they have some different personalities. In the past, 

Tang Yuze would strive for what he wanted and would let go after striving for it. This is his great place! If 

we really want to say that they have so much in common, it is to sacrifice ourselves for others. " 

"Bessie, although you think you've been having a bad time these years, isn't Tang Si Nian always with 

you? There is no such a sentence, accompany is the longest confession. This is also his sincerity and 



commitment to you. Or he's not a good speaker, but he's always using his actions to fulfill his promise to 

you. You should not doubt him! " 

Hearing these words, Bessie had been weeping for a long time. It turns out that she has always ignored 

Tang Si Nian's efforts. Yes, he is not a good at expressing himself, but he has been paying in silence. It is 

because of his obsession that he has suffered for so many years. If he had been divorced by another 

man, he had not."Bessie, I know you do this because you love Tang Si Nian too much. Since you love 

him, you should protect him well! Don't you want to spend more years with him? Do you want to see 

him die alone 

Yun Mu Xin's words hit the string in Bai Xi's heart! Bang, the knot seems to have disappeared. 

"That's all I have to say." Yun Muxin stood up. "There are always a lot of things that people feel regret 

about in life. Cherishing is the most important thing!" 

Cloud Mu Xin opens the door of the ward and goes out. She looks at Tang Si Nian and smiles. "Don't let 

yourself be too tired!" 

Thank you 

Yun Muxin shakes his head. "Don't thank me! Yueqian and I owe Tang Yuze a thank you for many years. I 

hope it can help this time. " 

Finish saying, cloud mu heart stretch out own hand, a face calm. "Let's meet again. My name is Yun 

Muxin." 

Tang Sinian also showed a relieved smile, so many years of burden this time really put down. "Hello, my 

name is Tang Sinian." 

Tang Sinian holds Yun Mu Xin's hand. It seems that he went back to the time when he first met Yun Mu 

Xin. At that time, they also knew the same thing. There was no throbbing in that year, but it was a 

profound move. 

Cloud Mu Xin smiles at Tang Si Nian, "you and he are really different!" 

"Of course 

"Tang Si Nian, be yourself!" Yun Muxin said with a smile. "Or this time is a new beginning. Live a good 

life with Bessie. In fact, happiness can be very simple." 

"I know!" 

Chapter 565 

Looking at Yun Muxin leaving, Tang Sinian enters the ward. 

Bai Xi looked at Tang Si Nian with tears. She had a lot to say, but now she couldn't. Tang Si Nian took 

some paper towels and handed them to Bai Xi. 

"Stop crying. It takes strength to cry! " Tang Si Nian sat down at Bai Xi. 

Bai Qian's tears are more fierce, "Si Nian, I'm sorry! I've been wrong these years. " 
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"It's OK. Didn't we all come over here?" Tang Si Nian replied. Tang Sinian took a tissue and slowly helped 

Bai Xi wipe away her tears. 

"Si Nian, I want to have an operation." For nothing else, I hope to accompany Tang Si for more years. 

She and Tang Sinian have missed a lot of time, in the rest of life, she wants to be with him all the time. 

Tang Si Nian nodded. "Good!" 

Bessie held out her hand, and Tang Sinian held her hand. "If you can think of it." 

"Si Nian, why don't you tell me clearly? You told me about these things earlier, and I can understand 

them. " Bessie grasped Tang Si Nian's hand. She never dreamed that she would know the truth from Yun 

Muxin's mouth. 

Tang Sinian sat on the hospital bed, and he gently encircled Bai Xi in his arms. "I think you don't believe 

it when I say it." 

"How do you know I don't believe it if you don't say so?" Bessie asked. 

"Because at that time, my heart had not let go of the past. I have not forgotten about being Tang Yuze. " 

Tang Si Nian replied. 

Bessie's eyes darkened, but she still had something to mind about him and yunmu's heart. That should 

be a deep feeling! Or he won't keep it in his mind all the time. What Bai Xi never understood was, "Tang 

Yuze was so fond of Yun Mu Xin, why did he give up later?" 

"The feelings between her and Xia yueqian are too strong to accommodate other people." Tang Si Nian 

replied. "Xia yueqian fought with the God of death for Yun Muxin. His life is a stagnant pool if there is no 

cloud in his life. It was the first time that Tang Yuze felt that his feelings would be so shocking. However, 

in Yun Mu Xin's heart, he never really put down Xia yueqian. A relationship is just two, three is war. So 

he tried and gave up. " 

Bessie felt sad when she heard it in her heart. It should take a lot of courage to give up! And Tang Yuze 

still chose that way, that is to think about this life will not see you again. But now because of his son and 

his own affairs, he has to appear again. 

"Si Nian, do you still feel bad now?" 

"No more. Because it's all down. " Tang Si Nian replied. "I feel relaxed now!" 

Bessie felt relieved to hear this. "The company..." 

"The business of the company doesn't matter. Our family can start all over again. We can build a new 

Tang family instead of a Tang family under such pressure. Over the years, you have suffered for the so-

called family rules of the Tang family. " 

Bessie shook her head. "I don't feel hard!" 

"How hard is it?! You almost took your life. " When Tang Sinian said this, he felt cold in his heart. 

"What do you mean?" 



"There's something wrong with the medicine you've been taking." Tang Si Nian replied. 

Bessie blinked. She couldn't believe what she had just heard. "What's wrong with the medicine? That's 

the nutritional medicine the doctor prescribed for me 

"That drug is adulterated with other ingredients. That's what makes you sick. " 

"How could that happen?" Bessie's face turned whiter. "My father asked the doctor to prescribe this 

medicine for me. It's good for your health 

"That's how the tragedy of the Tang family came about." 

"What!" 

Why the life of Tang family women is not long, that is the reason why they have taken this medicine for 

a long time. This medicine depends on everyone's physical condition. Before Tang Si Nian and Huo 

Dongyang said that the legends of the Tang family should be made by people. His father died suddenly, 

so he didn't tell him anything. But Tang Sinian has always suspected that there is another secret in this, 

so in order to get rid of this fate, Tang Sinian decided to adopt Tang Yixuan. 

On the one hand, he didn't want to go on the road of Tang family man, on the other hand, he didn't 

want his wife and children to have an accident again, but how to guard against it still didn't prevent it. It 

was the medicine that had been making trouble all the time! 

Bai Qian saw Tang Sinian with a self reproach expression. She held Tang Sinian's hand. "Si Nian, these 

things are over. Don't worry about it!" 

"Well! Nothing will happen again. " Tang Si Nian replied. 

After Bai Xi fell asleep, Tang Sinian personally went to Xia yueqian to discuss the operation. 

Xia yueqian saw Tang Si Nian come in, his tone was cold, "something?" 

"Bessie agreed to have the operation." 

"Is it?" Xia yueqian did not have much reaction, "it seems that my wife works." 

Tang Sinian looked at Xia yueqian, "Xia yueqian, please do this operation!" 

"Ah..." Xia yueqian sighed. "Tang Si Nian, although we have found out the cause of the disease, I am now 

worried that Bessie's body will not hold up. I just got the latest examination report. She is not fit for 

surgery nowTang Sinian's face turned white when he heard the news. "Well..." 

"Now we'll start with conservative treatment." 

"So she..." 

"Keep her in a good state of mind and cooperate with staged treatment." Xia yueqian made suggestions. 

"We'll have the operation next." 

Tang Sinian did not speak, but was silent. The hope we had seen is now small. "Xia yueqian, what is the 

probability of successful operation?" 



"Half and half." Xia yueqian replied. 

From Xia yueqian's office, Tang Sinian saw Tang Yixuan. Tang Yixuan just heard the dialogue between Xia 

yueqian and Tang Sinian. "Dad, mom will be OK." 

"Yixuan, your marriage with Xiao Qiao has been delayed." 

"It doesn't matter. Joe and I know that." Tang Yixuan comforted Tang Sinian in turn. 

Tang Sinian felt relieved, "it's hard for you these years. Dad hopes you don't give up and stick to be 

yourself. Don't like me, just come to regret now 

Tang Yixuan nodded and then helped Tang Sinian back to the ward. The two father and son talked about 

the past all the way. 

At the door of the ward, the two of them saw an incredible picture. Bai Qian and Xia Yunqiao are sitting 

face to face. They seem to have been chatting for a while. 

Tang Yixuan just want to go in, heard Bai Qian's voice, "Yixuan, come here." 

"Are you all right?" Tang Yixuan came and asked Xia Yunqiao. 

Xia Yunqiao shakes his head. "I'm fine." 

"Well, it's true that the daughter-in-law is more important than the mother." Bessie read with 

resentment. "This son is not mine." 

"Mom, I just 

"It's just what you're thinking, I know it." Bessie replied. "I just want to get married! Yes, I agree! " 

Chapter 566 

Bai Qian's words let Tang Yixuan and Xia Yunqiao froze, even can't believe this is true? 

Tang Yixuan asked again. "Mom, what did you just say?" 

"Didn't you hear me?" Bessie was in a good mood and even repeated it once. "I said I agreed to your 

marriage!"  

"Really?" 

"If you don't want to, forget it." 

Tang Yixuan nodded with excitement. "Of course, how can that be counted?" 

Hearing Tang Yixuan's words, Bai Xi turned her head and looked at Xia Yunqiao, "although I don't want 

to nod, but for the moment, you are really the most suitable." 

"Auntie..." 

"Don't think I'm satisfied with you. I just don't want Yixuan and Si Nian to be difficult. It's not easy to be 

a daughter-in-law of the Tang family. In the future, more tests are waiting for you. You should be 

prepared mentally. Do you understand? " 
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"Understand!" Xia Yunqiao nodded. "Auntie, I will try my best!" 

Bessie nodded. "Then you go out. I'm tired." 

Tang Yixuan and Xia Yunqiao came out of the ward with doubts on their faces. 

Xia Yunqiao holds Tang Yixuan's hand, but his face still doesn't return to his mind. "Yixuan, I didn't hear 

the meaning of my aunt just now?" 

"No. Joe, my mom finally agreed to get married Tang Yixuan's face with a hard to cover up smile. 

"So I really didn't hear it wrong?" Xia Yunqiao wants to confirm again. 

Tang Yixuan reached out to hold Xia Yunqiao, "Xiao Qiao, we finally waited." 

"Yixuan, I will be good to my aunt." Xia Yunqiao replied. No matter how many challenges are waiting for 

her, she will insist on her promise to Tang Yixuan. 

Tang Yixuan's face with a smile, now all the problems have been solved. Xia Guangda and he can start to 

live happily with him. Here, Tang Yixuan is full of hope for their future. 

However, they did not think that the next thing was the biggest test for them. 

Over the next few days, Bessie was unusually cooperative with various treatments and arrangements. 

The whole person seemed to be in a different state, which surprised and surprised everyone. 

Or put down the knot, Bessie's body recovered well. Xia yueqian in the latest examination found that Bai 

Qian's physical condition and mood are inseparable, or the medicine also has something to do with 

people's mood. 

Xia yueqian told the news to Tang Sinian and told him that the operation could be arranged. 

"Really?" 

"Yes. Bessie's body is recovering faster than I thought. It should not be a problem to have surgery at this 

time. The next test for her is also very big, you must stimulate her survival fighting spirit. It's also good 

for surgery 

"Good!" Tang Sinian nodded with excitement. "Xia yueqian, thank you!" 

Xia yueqian stopped his pen and looked up at Tang Sinian. "We don't have to say thank you! This time, it 

is also the credit of Mu Xin. You should go and say thank you to her 

Tang Sinian did not expect that Xia yueqian would agree to see Yun Muxin. This is also an accident. 

"I see." 

Once again, he sat down face to face with Yun Mu Xin. Tang Sinian felt that this was something in his 

previous life. Time has been in a hurry for more than 20 years, even though things have changed. 

Yun Mu Xin sees the formality in Tang Si Nian's eyes. "You've worked hard all these years." 



How simple a sentence, but let Tang Si Nian's eyes pan moist. Yes, these years are really over. Tang 

Sinian lowered his head. His voice was not loud, but Yun Mu Xin could hear him clearly. "It's worth it to 

think about it now." 

Cloud Mu Xin smiles. "Kevin, let go of the past and live a good life!" 

"I will." Tang Sinian looks at Yun Mu Xin and nods. 

"Bessie is because she really loves you so much. So you should be nice to her, too. Life is really easy! " 

Of course, these Tang Si Nian understood, but he didn't pay attention to them in the past. After Bessie's 

operation, he will go back to C city with her to live a good life. 

Then they talked a lot, just like friends for many years. 

In a flash, Xia Yunqiao's birthday is coming. And it happened to be the day of Bessie's operation. 

On the day before the operation, Bai Qian met Tang Yixuan alone. 

"Yixuan, mom has nothing to leave you. This is the only one that mom left when she married your father 

Bessie took a ring from her pocket. 

Tang Yixuan looked at Bai Qian's ring and didn't understand it. "This is..." 

"This is for Xia Yunqiao." Bessie replied. "Since we are going to get married, we can't give nothing with 

nothing! You can give it to her first, and then I will prepare other things after I leave the hospital 

"Mom..." 

Bessie looked at her son. She was so good-looking and capable. She was very comforted. "Yixuan, you 

really grow up. When I brought you back, you were still so young, and now I am going to have a family. 

In the past, you should not pay attention to the bad things that mom did"I will not." Tang Yixuan felt 

warm in his heart. That's enough. He won't be greedy. 

Bessie knew that her son, after all, was brought up by herself. Just her heart worried about Xia Yunqiao, 

how to say that she really offended their family before. I always feel guilty when I think of meeting each 

other in the future. 

Tang Yixuan saw Bai Xi's mind, "Mom, Little Joe is not that kind of person. You don't have to worry! " 

"I did go too far and offended the whole family." At this point, Bessie still felt sorry. 

"Joe's family are not mean people, they can understand." Tang Yixuan comforts Bai Qian. 

Bessie showed a helpless smile. "They are really great people, so broad-minded." 

"Mom, everything will be OK." Tang Yixuan holds Bai Qian's hand. "Don't think too much! Now your task 

is to take good care of your body and leave the rest to my father and me 

Bai Xi holds Tang Yixuan's hand. "Yixuan, thank you, mom!" 

"Mom, don't say that." Tang Yixuan replied. 



"My mother will have an operation tomorrow. You and Joe will get the certificate tomorrow." Bessie 

spoke up about her decision. 

Tang Yixuan a Leng, as if also did not expect such a good thing. "Mom, you mean..." 

Bessie nodded. "Yes, don't you always have an appointment? Tomorrow is also her birthday, you and 

she to get the certificate! Keep your promise. " 

"Thank you, mom." 

"Silly child, tell me what, thank you! In the future, you and Xia Yunqiao have a good life, which is the 

best reward for me and your father. " 

Tang Yixuan nodded happily. "We will." 

Bessie looked at the time and then went on, "I'm tired. You go back first." 

Chapter 567 

The next day. 

Xia Yunqiao's birthday arrived as scheduled. She got up early in the morning, because today is not only 

her birthday, but also with Tang Yixuan to get the certificate. Later this day will also have different 

significance, think of here, Xia Yunqiao heart feel very sweet. 

After dressing up in the mirror, Xia Yunqiao went out with her bag. If you want to get the certificate 

today, you can't be late, because in the afternoon, they have to rush to the hospital. Bessie's operation 

was scheduled for two in the afternoon. 

See Xia Yunqiao to go out, cloud Mu Xin calls her. 

"What's the matter, mom?" 

Cloud Mu Xin walked to his daughter, eyes with reluctant to give up. She reached out and touched Xia 

Yunqiao's face. "My daughter has finally grown up and will be more demanding of herself. You are about 

to become Yixuan's wife! Do you understand? " 

"Mom, I will try my best to do it well!" Xia Yunqiao said to Yun Muxin. 

Cloud Mu Xin nodded, "go! Don't let Yixuan wait for you. " 

"Mom, I'm out." Xia Yunqiao said with a smile. 

Xia Yunqiao just walked out of the door and saw Qin Zichen standing against the door. Xia Yunqiao felt 

strange, "brother Zichen, how did you come? Don't you have to work today? " 

Qin Zichen looked at Xia Yunqiao, without any expression on his face, but his eyes were full of 

discontent. Qin Zichen took a step forward. "Do you really want to marry Tang Yixuan? This decision will 

not be changed? " 

Although I don't quite understand why Qin Zichen still asks, Xia Yunqiao still nods. "Yes 

"Don't you regret it, Little Joe?" 
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"No regrets!" Xia Yunqiao answered firmly. 

Qin Zichen had prepared a lot of words to say, but now Xia Yunqiao's words have come to this point, he 

is unable to say a word. Xia Yunqiao is now really determined to marry Tang Yixuan, so he can't listen to 

anything. 

Qin Zichen clenched his hand, the feeling of heartache spread all over the body. The girl he has been 

guarding for more than 20 years now wants to walk into the arms of others, and whether it's time for 

him to give up. Qin Zichen wants to tell Xia Yunqiao how he feels, but every time he comes to the 

mouth, he still doesn't have the courage to say it. Or you don't want to break the relationship. 

Xia Yunqiao saw Qin Zichen's expression of desire to speak and stop. Her voice was not loud, "brother 

Zichen, do you have something to say to me?" Xia Yunqiao's heart is actually guessing what Qin Zichen 

wants to say to himself. He is just worried that he and Tang Yixuan will have a bad life after they get 

married. 

Xia Yunqiao comes forward and holds Qin Zichen's hand. "Brother Zichen, I will be happy! So please 

don't worry 

"Xia Yunqiao, I really found that you are also very persistent until now!" Qin Zichen grinned bitterly. 

Forget it, her happiness is more important than anything. 

Xia Yunqiao a smile, "you are not the first day to know me! So of course you know my persistence! " 

"I hope you don't regret your decision today." Qin Zichen continued. 

Xia Yunqiao nodded. "Well! I will be responsible for my choice. " 

Tang Yixuan drove a car to pick up Xia Yunqiao to the Civil Affairs Bureau. In the car, he saw Xia Yunqiao 

holding Qin Zichen's hand. They didn't know what they were talking about! Only see Qin Zichen's face 

has too many can't hide the expression. 

Tang Yixuan admitted that he was a little cautious at the moment, he deliberately pressed the horn. He 

doesn't like the atmosphere! Qin Zichen's feelings for Xia Yunqiao, he never told Xia Yunqiao, and even 

hoped that she would never know. 

Hearing the sound of the trumpet, Xia Yunqiao and Qin Zichen turned back at the same time. When 

seeing Tang Yixuan, Xia Yunqiao immediately let go of Qin Zichen's hand, she waved to Tang Yixuan in 

the car. 

Tang Yixuan pushes the door to get out of the car. He walks in front of Xia Yunqiao. "I'm here to pick you 

up." 

"Didn't I say I was there?" Xia Yunqiao has always had a smile on her face. 

Tang Yixuan followed with a smile. "I can't wait to see you, so I came here. And I'm worried about 

variables. " 

Hearing Tang Yixuan's words, Qin Zichen's face was suddenly covered with a layer of frost, and he really 

could speak. He always maintains his own view on Tang Yixuan, because he thinks Tang Yixuan is not the 

kind of person who can give Xia Yunqiao happiness. 



Tang Yixuan feels Qin Zichen's hostility. He reaches out his hand and presses Xia Yunqiao's shoulder. 

"Wait for me in the car. I want to have a word with Mr. Qin." 

"Good!" Xia Yunqiao nodded. 

Seeing Xia Yunqiao get on the car, Tang Yixuan walks to Qin Zichen. Eyes with incomparable firmness. 

"Why did you come?" 

"This is city A. I don't have to report to you where I want to go?" 

"Of course Tang Yixuan nodded. "You are one of the masters of this place." 

Qin Zichen narrowed his eyes and looked at Tang Yixuan and said his own words directly. "In fact, I don't 

want little Joe to marry you!" 

Tang Yixuan suddenly smiles after hearing it. "Well, of course I know that. Because you're not willing to 

"You know why?" 

Tang Yixuan picked an eyebrow, "yes. If I don't even have such a little insight, then I'm useless? Mr. Qin, 

I've always been very grateful to you for taking care of Xiao Qiao. In the future, I'll be even more nice to 

him! ""You'd better do what you say." Qin Zichen warns Tang Yixuan. 

"I will do it!" Tang Yixuan replied. "At the same time, I want to tell you one thing. I'm not big hearted! So 

I don't like other men thinking about my woman! I hope Mr. Qin will remember that! " 

Qin Zichen hummed, and then turned to his car. 

When Tang Yixuan gets on the bus, Xia Yunqiao immediately asks. "What did you say to brother Zichen 

just now? He seems to be angry 

"Nothing! You just have to warn him. If not, then certainly will not be polite to me 

Xia Yunqiao also took pride in his face after listening. "Of course! If you don't treat me well, the 

consequences must be serious! " 

Tang Yixuan reached out and gently squeezed Xia Yunqiao's face. "Yes, yes! So, wife, can we go now 

Xia Yunqiao nodded. "Well, yes!" 

Tang Yixuan fastened his seat belt and started his car to the Civil Affairs Bureau. Tang Yixuan's mood is 

still hard to calm down. After so many experiences, he can finally marry Xia Yunqiao. 

The process of getting the certificate was very smooth. I saw the red book in my hand. Looking at the 

wedding certificate photo on the red book, Xia Yunqiao laughed again. But at the moment, she still felt 

that there was no sense of reality. 

"Yixuan, are we really married?" Xia Yunqiao looks back at Tang Yixuan and answers. 

"Well!" Tang Yixuan nodded. "From today on, you are my wife, Tang Yixuan." 

Xia Yunqiao smiles. "I still don't feel realistic!" 



Tang Yixuan immediately stopped, he put out his arms around Xia Yunqiao and took the initiative to kiss 

her, which is what he always wanted to do today. 

Chapter 568 

Tang Yixuan put away their marriage certificates. In order to ensure that in case, Tang Yixuan also took 

Xia Yunqiao's marriage certificate away. 

Xia Yunqiao looked at Tang Yixuan so seriously put the marriage certificate into his bag, she said with a 

smile: "so cautious?" 

"Of course Tang Yixuan nodded. This is a hard-earned marriage certificate, and there must be no 

problem again. 

Seeing Tang Yixuan's appearance, Xia Yunqiao shook his head with a smile. But she didn't say anything, 

because she also knew that the marriage certificate was really not easy for them. Xia Yunqiao put on his 

seat belt and thought of Tang's affairs for a moment. 

"Yixuan, did you and uncle really decide to buy Tang's shares?" Xia Yunqiao has always wanted to ask 

about this matter, but there is no suitable opportunity every time. Now taking advantage of such a time, 

Xia Yunqiao wants to hear Tang Yixuan's thoughts. 

Tang Yixuan smiles, he knows Xia Yunqiao is worried about himself. He showed a smile that reassured 

Xia Yunqiao. "Don't worry! I have asked Xu nan to follow up on Tang's affairs. If the other party really 

offers a good price, sell it! " 

"But this is your and uncle's painstaking efforts. Isn't it a pity to end like this?" 

"As a matter of fact, your uncle has already said that the Tang family is a body, and it will only get worse 

and worse if you keep it. Now there is such a good opportunity, we really want to sell, so that we can 

have a new start. " 

Hear Tang Yixuan's words, Xia Yunqiao nodded. It seems that Tang Yixuan has a plan. In this case, she 

has nothing to worry about! 

"Don't worry, wife! I will never let you go hungry and suffer with me 

Xia Yunqiao smiles. "It doesn't matter. I can support you! My work ability is also very good 

Tang Yixuan heard Xia Yunqiao's words, with some dissatisfaction on his face. "There is no such reason! 

Generally, the husband comes to support his wife. How can a wife support her husband? It's not good to 

hear it like this! " 

"What does it matter! The times are different. Men are not necessarily responsible for all this family 

support! We women can do it too! " 

To discuss this issue, Tang Yixuan of course understood Xia Yunqiao's mind, so he cleverly avoided. 

"Good, but I think we should work together for our future, this is the best!" 

"Well! That's how it should be! " 
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Tang Yixuan drives Xia Yunqiao to the hospital in his car. Bai Qian's operation is at two o'clock in the 

afternoon. 

When they arrived at the hospital, they met Xia yueqian and Yun Muxin. 

"Dad, mom!" 

"Are you back?" Cloud Mu Xin looks at Tang Yixuan and Xia Yunqiao. 

"Yes 

"I'm bringing your dad dinner and I'm ready to go back to work." Yun Muxin explains why he is here. 

Xia Yunqiao looked at his father and mother and envied their feelings. What is the future of himself and 

Tang Yixuan? Will it be like them?! If only it could be. 

Tang Yixuan clenched Xia Yunqiao's hand, and he understood Xia Yunqiao's thoughts at this time. He will 

tell Xia Yunqiao that her choice is right! Xia Yunqiao feels Tang Yixuan's strength. She raises her head and 

looks at Tang Yixuan with a smile. Her eyes are full of trust in him! 

Xia yueqian looked at them and then said a word. "To show love, find another place! Don't think you can 

rest easy with your marriage certificate! This legal recognition of your relationship, but I still have a 

pending status here! " 

In the face of Xia yueqian's cruel words, Yun Muxin chuckles. She knew that Xia yueqian was not willing 

to give up her daughter, and thought that she would be separated from her daughter, her heart was also 

a little sad. This mood should be classified as not giving up. It's just that she and Xia yueqian express 

themselves in different ways. 

When Yun Muxin saw her daughter's smile, she felt that it was more important than anything, as long as 

she was happy! Xia yueqian looks at the time and reminds Yun Muxin that the time is almost over. If you 

are late, you will be criticized by Huo Dongyang! 

Cloud mu heart in the eyes with thanks, "husband, the operation in the afternoon to refuel!" 

Xia yueqian nodded and then showed a warm smile. "Don't worry! Your husband, I will never let you 

down 

"Well, I'll wait for your good news." 

Yun Muxin opened the door, "then I'll go. Call me if you need anything. " 

"Work at ease!" Xia yueqian waved to Yun Muxin. 

Xia Yunqiao said to Yun Muxin, "Mom, pay attention to safety on the way." 

After Yun Muxin left, Xia yueqian looked at his daughter and son-in-law standing beside him. His voice 

was obviously not gentle when he was facing Yun Muxin. "Did you eat?" 

"Not yet." 

After listening to Xia yueqian, with disdain in his eyes, "come back after dinner. It's still early for surgery! 

" 



The two people who received the order found a restaurant nearby to have dinner. Before half of the 

meal was eaten, Tang Yixuan received a call from Xu Nan. 

After hearing Xu Nan's words, Tang Yixuan's face sank, as if something had happened in C City. Xia 

Yunqiao saw Tang Yixuan's frown. She put down her hands and chopsticks and waited quietly.Tang 

Yixuan put down the mobile phone, eyes just on Xia Yunqiao, "it's OK. Shall we eat? " 

Xia Yunqiao shakes his head. "You've changed your face and said it's OK! What's going on? Is it Tang's 

business? " This is Xia Yunqiao can think of, Xu Nan these days in C city to deal with the acquisition of 

Tang, if there is nothing, Xu Nan should not personally call to inquire. 

Tang Yixuan looked at Xia Yunqiao's serious face. He said, "sure enough, nothing can hide from you." 

"You know! My eyes are sharp 

"The person who invested in the acquisition said that he would not sign until I went back." 

Xia Yunqiao's eyebrows followed with a frown, in the heart inevitably some worry, "this can't have what 

problem?" 

"It's not a big problem, it's just that it's going to take a little longer. Yu also wants to have a piece of the 

cake. " Tang Yixuan continued. 

"I'm really upset at home!" Xia Yunqiao thought of the faces of those people at home, with disdain on 

their faces. 

Tang Yixuan on these things is no surprise, anyway, Yu family now want to C city to take the position of 

the boss, the first is to buy Tang. What Tang Yixuan doesn't understand is why this mysterious buyer has 

to come out in person to sign a contract? Who is this mysterious buyer! 

Xia Yunqiao looked at Tang Yixuan and said, "Yixuan, do you want uncle's hand?" 

"No! At the beginning, my father and I had already agreed that we didn't need Huo Dong's help when 

we had to. After all, this is our Tang family's business. Huo Dong has his own business to be busy with. " 

Xia Yunqiao heard Tang Yixuan's words and nodded. "Well, then I'll listen to you!" 

Chapter 569 

two o'clock in the afternoon. 

Bessie left the ward, ready to enter the operating room. Tang Sinian has been with her side, and has 

been holding her hand. 

"Si Nian, I have something to say to you." Bessie said, turning to don's hand before entering the 

operating room. 

Tang Si Nian nodded, "well, you say! I listen. " 

Bai Xi clenched Tang Si Nian's hand and her tears whirled in her eyes. Looking back on the past 20 years, 

she only looked at her own grievances, but she never thought about it for him from the perspective of 
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Tang Si Nian. Today, she really understood Tang Si Nian's feelings for herself. Company is better than 

everything! In the past, I don't know how to cherish, so God will punish me like this. 

Think of their own will have such an encounter is their own fault, these can not blame others. She felt 

sick at the thought that if she hadn't made it through. Happiness these things seem to be extravagant to 

oneself. 

Unable to control the tears directly fell out, she prepared a lot of words to say, but now can't say a 

word. She can only stare at Tang Si Nian, hoping to imprint his appearance at the moment in her mind! 

At least in this way, if she doesn't come back, she should remember Tang Si Nian. 

When Tang Sinian saw such a white Qian, he seemed to have a heavy heart. "What can I do for you?" 

Bessie shook her head. If she didn't say it, she might not have a chance to say it. "Si Nian, if I really don't 

come back, you must find another woman you like to take care of you! You have worked hard in the 

past days! If time could go back, I would rather not marry you 

Hearing Bai Xi's words, Tang Si Nian's tears also flowed out. "What nonsense! You will be OK! Xia 

yueqian's signboard will not be broken because of you, you can rest assured! When you get up, we'll 

find a place to live quietly! All right? " 

Bessie knew that Tang Sinian was encouraging herself, and she nodded. "Good!" 

"As long as you relax, Xia yueqian is more modest in other things." 

Soon the door to the operating room was closed, and Bessie and Townsend were thus separated. 

Bai Xi looked at Xia yueqian, who was ready. When she saw what he was wearing, she laughed. 

"Professor Xia, I'm really sorry about the past." 

"You'd better keep your apologies first, and then apologize to me in person when you get better!" Xia 

yueqian said with a mask. 

Bessie blinked. "Good!" 

Just as she was taking the anesthetic, Bessie suddenly stopped. "Wait a minute!" 

"What's the matter?" Xia yueqian immediately asked, worried about where she was uncomfortable. 

"Professor Xia, I have one more thing to say." Bessie said to Xia yueqian. 

See Xia yueqian nod, Bai Qian's eyes are grateful. "Thank Yun Muxin for me. If it wasn't for her, I don't 

think I would have nodded for surgery today!" 

"Good!" 

With that, Bessie closed her eyes. "All right, you can start!" 

Xia yueqian nodded at the other people's people, indicating that the operation began. 

The red light at the door of the operating room was on, and Tang Sinian prayed in his heart that Bessie 

would be OK. 



Xia Yunqiao saw Tang Si Nian's appearance with heartache. I hope their feelings will be more and more 

solid after this time. She went to Tang Si Nian's side and held him. "Dad, sit down and wait." 

Hearing Xia Yunqiao's address, Tang Sinian was a little surprised. But he was quick to respond, "OK!" 

Tang Sinian sat down and said to Xia Yunqiao, "Xiao Qiao, you are really a good and kind child! Yixuan 

can marry you, really lucky! " 

"Dad, don't praise me! In fact, I do my duty. " 

Tang Sinian heard these words, the heart is full of comfort, Yun Muxin really educated his daughter very 

well! When I think of how he De of the Tang family can marry such a good daughter-in-law, it is really a 

gift from heaven. 

Tang Yixuan answered the phone and came back to see Xia Yunqiao and Tang Sinian sitting together. 

This picture is really beautiful! He just stood there quietly looking at Xia Yunqiao and Tang Sinian. 

Notice Tang Yixuan's eyes, Xia Yunqiao immediately stood up. "Yixuan, are you back?" 

"Well!" At this time, Tang Yixuan walked past. 

Tang Si Nian photographed his position next to him, "sit down and say it!" Tang Shi's matter, he has 

heard Xu Nan said in the morning, but this buyer's request is really a little strange. 

"How is it going?" 

"Xu Nan said the buyer would meet me in a city tomorrow." Tang Yixuan replied. 

Xia Yunqiao did not understand. Why does this buyer have to see Tang Yixuan before signing the 

contract? There won't be a problem in it, will it? Or are there any secrets you can't tell? 

Xia Yunqiao thought about it and thought it strange, "Yixuan, is there really no information about this 

buyer?" 

Tang Yixuan shakes his head. "No! However, she always showed her sincerity, but she only asked me to 

sign the contract when I was present! " 

Tang Si Nian has always had an idea that this mysterious buyer must see Tang Yixuan. What is the 

reason? If we really want to explain, then there is only one guess that can be explained, that is, Tang 

Yixuan's biological parents found.However, this is only a guess of Tang Si Nian, but the possibility of this 

guess is not high. Because he did an investigation at the beginning, Tang Yixuan was sent to the 

orphanage by a kind-hearted person, and he had no family information at all. Because of this, Tang Si 

Nian chose Tang Yixuan among so many children. 

But now this mysterious buyer's practice really gives people such an illusion. If this conjecture is true, 

then Tang Yixuan must have secrets they don't know. 

"Dad, what are you thinking?" Tang Yixuan saw that Tang Si Nian was thinking, so he called out. 

Tang Si Nian recalled, "it's OK! What time did you make an appointment with him? " 

"I haven't officially replied. I want to see what's going on with mom Tang Yixuan replied. 



"Well!" Tang Si Nian nodded. 

Century palace hotel in city A. 

Zhao Liya stands in front of the French window and looks at the scenery of city a, which is really an 

economically developed city. 

"Madame 

Hearing Li Huiqin's voice, Zhao Liya turns around. "Any news? Did Yixuan agree? " 

Li Huiqin shook her head, "not yet! Bessie will have an operation this afternoon. Yixuan said that we 

should wait for the result of Bai Xi to decide. " 

Zhao Liya's eyes with light suddenly darkened. It seems that in his heart, only Bai Xi is a mother. Zhao 

Liya reached out and pressed her heart. Now she is jealous of Bai Xi, but she is also blaming herself. How 

did you make such a decision at the beginning? This is also God's punishment for yourself. 

Li Huiqin comforts Zhao Liya. "Madam, we are not in a hurry. Since we are here, we are waiting!" 

"I really hope to see Yixuan tomorrow." Zhao Liya shows her missing for her son. 

Li Huiqin hesitated for a moment, or to tell another news. "Madam, today Yixuan and Xia Yunqiao have 

got the certificate to get married." 

Chapter 570 

Hearing this news, Zhao Liya was stunned and was still in the process of receiving the news. 

Li Huiqin stood by and waited for Zhao Liya. She had just heard the news and spent some time digesting 

it. How could she suddenly get married? There was no omen before. They haven't made it clear that 

Tang Yixuan and Yu Zhiqing almost got married. Now Tang Yixuan turns his head and marries Xia 

Yunqiao. The news is really unexpected. 

Zhao Liya slowly returned to her mind, "is the information accurate?" 

"Yes, I just checked in this morning." Li Huiqin replied. 

"Do you have any information about Xia Yunqiao?" Zhao Liya asked. Before her investigation too Zhi 

Qing information, know in Zhiqing's behavior, Zhao Liya is not satisfied, such a woman is absolutely not 

worthy of her son. 

Li Huiqin shakes her head. "Not yet. I've sent someone to check. But Xia Yunqiao's information is not 

easy to investigate. The results of the survey are not clear, only that she is a designer now and has no 

family background. " 

"So you mean her data is protected?" 

"Yes." 

Zhao Liya thought for a moment, "we must find out. This is very important. " 

"Don't worry, madam." 
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Jiangwan villa. 

Xiang Qing told Huo Dongyang that someone wanted to investigate Xia Yunqiao. Huo Dongyang put 

down his pen. "Do you know who it is?" 

"It's not clear. It's also the first time someone will investigate Joe's information in a city. " 

"Find out who it is." 

"Boss, do you want to tell Mu Xin about this?" Xiang Qing asked a question. 

Huo Dongyang thought for a while, then shook his head, "don't do it for the moment. Let's see who the 

other party is. We are in the process of deciding." 

"Yes 

Huo Dongyang saw Xiang Qing go out, also fell into meditation, who is it in the end? What happened 

recently is strange! Is all this related to the Tang family? Who is that mysterious buyer, actually more 

than the price of HD to double, seems to be determined to get. 

After thinking about it, Huo Dongyang came to a conclusion that the mysterious buyer might have some 

origins with the Tang family. Although he didn't know the purpose of the other party, he could see that 

this man wanted to help the Tang family. 

Qiao Wei carries ginseng tea to Huo Dongyang. As soon as she enters the door, she sees him thinking. 

She puts the cup on the table. 

"What are you thinking?" Qiao Wei saw that he finished all the movements, Huo Dongyang still did not 

respond, so he couldn't help asking. 

Huo Dongyang noticed Qiao Wei standing in front of him. "When did you come?" 

"I've been in for a few minutes." Replied Jovi. "Think so seriously about what you think." 

"Nothing." 

Qiao Wei thought for a moment and then asked, "Bessie will have an operation in the afternoon. Shall 

we go and have a look?" 

Huo Dongyang took a sip of his tea cup and shook his head. "There are enough people over there today. 

We'll go tomorrow." 

"You are really calm." Said Joe, smiling. She knows Huo Dongyang very well, and he must have his 

reason for this arrangement. 

Six o'clock in the afternoon. 

The red light in the operating room finally went out. 

Tang Sinian and Tang Yixuan almost simultaneously stood up and saw the door of the operating room 

open. They two eyes straight staring, see Xia yueqian come out, two people immediately go over. 

"How's it going?" 



Xia yueqian took off his mask and breathed a sigh of relief. "The operation is successful, the next step is 

to look at Bai Xi's physical condition to do the next step of treatment!" 

Thank you Tang Si Nian was relieved, and his face was a little more graceful. 

Xia yueqian looked at Tang Sinian and then said, "I think it's your feelings that play an important role in 

Bai Xi. She's been holding on 

Tang Si Nian nods, nothing is good, so that they will have the future. 

"Someone's going to take Bessie back to the ward." Xia yueqian said and left. 

As soon as Xia yueqian returned to his office, he saw the prepared dinner, which seemed to be prepared 

by his daughter. It's really my daughter who knows how to prepare dinner for Dad. 

When Xia Yunqiao came back from the bathroom, he saw that Xia yueqian had already sat down to eat. 

"Dad 

"Where are you going?" 

"I just went to the bathroom. Is the operation over? " 

Xia yueqian raised his head and looked at Xia Yunqiao, as if to say that her question had no meaning at 

all. 

Xia Yunqiao immediately went to Xia yueqian, "has the operation been successful?" 

"If the operation is not successful, my signboard will not be protected!" 

Xia Yunqiao a smile, she knew that her father would not let himself down! "Dad, you are the best 

"Less flattery. Did you have your meal? If not, sit down and eat Xia yueqian greets Xia Yunqiao to sit 

down for dinner. 

"No, I want to visit Yixuan." Xia Yunqiao's words immediately aroused Xia yueqian's dissatisfaction, "Xiao 

Qiao, you and Tang Yixuan have obtained the certificate, but I have not officially nodded to promise 

you!"Xia Yunqiao immediately worried, "Dad, there is such a!? That's what you do. " 

"Why foul? You are my daughter. My father didn't nod. You still want to make your own decisions? " 

"But..." 

"No, but." Xia yueqian interrupted Xia Yunqiao, "I'll go home with your mother." 

Xia Yunqiao wanted to refute, but after careful consideration, she still gave up the idea, and she still 

tolerated it. She doesn't want to change again at this critical moment. How to say that this is her father. 

When his anger passes, she and Tang Yixuan will talk to him together. 

"I see!" 

Seeing his daughter compromise, Xia yueqian ate with satisfaction and even felt that the meal was 

particularly delicious. 



Yun Muxin came to the hospital after work and was relieved to hear that Bai Qian's operation was 

successful. Xia yueqian tells Yun Muxin to take Xia Yunqiao home and stay at home these days. 

Yun Muxin understands Xia yueqian's thoughts. He just doesn't want his daughter to get married so 

soon, and he wants to let her stay at home for a few more days. So she can only do it. Thinking that she 

can't meet often in the future, Yun Muxin will have such selfish intentions. 

Seeing Xia Yunqiao sitting beside him sullen, Yun Mu Xin opens his mouth. "Angry with your father?" 

"No 

"Your father is not willing to give you up." Yun Muxin speaks for Xia yueqian. 

Xia Yunqiao looks back at Yun Muxin. "Mom, I know all this! You've paid a lot for me, and I'm really 

disobedient this time, which worries you 

"Your father and I have only one hope, that you can be happy." 

"Don't worry, I will be happy!" Xia Yunqiao nodded. 

Yun Muxin feels comforted. Her daughter will think from their point of view, which also pays off their 

efforts to Xia Yunqiao for so many years. Yun Muxin knows that her daughter has always been excellent, 

and is also the pride of her and Xia yueqian! 

After home, Xia Yunqiao received a call from Maggie, saying that there was a problem with a batch of 

clothing samples recently. 

"Kiki, what are you talking about?" 

 


